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Welcome back to live in-person Theatre! (again!)

Last year CCPA, like all of us, mourned the loss 
of our professional performing arts industry. We 
knew however we might face an even greater loss 
if the next generation of performing artist wasn’t 
nurtured. The College made the season-long 
commitment of safely ‘forging a way forward’ to 
ensure our students would be prepared to lead 
the industry when their time came.

We were fortunate to be among the very few training institutions in 
Canada able to successfully continue in-person operation. Our community 
rallied and endured risk and restrictions because being together in 
creative learning was essential. Not only did our students master 
technique under very challenging conditions, they emerged stronger and 
more adaptable. The sense of community that makes CCPA so special was 
not lost despite the distancing; expression and joyous music was still felt 
from behind masks, and they made up for the energy exchange shared 
with a live audience to ensure you felt it through a screen from the safety 
of your home.

We forged a way forward, putting the full force of our endurance to the 
test with the great hope that we, as a society, would also emerge stronger 
and united. We are stronger. But increasingly our world is not united with 
mounting tensions and divisions all around.

When Worlds Collide on stage it makes for compelling theatre. It is our 
hope that the theme explored this season will help spark dialogue and 
reflection that supports less collision and judgement, and more unity in 
our lives.

We want to thank those of you who have, and continue to engage with 
and support the College (and live performance in general) either in-
person or through multi-cam livestreams. We appreciate the flexibility 
you continually demonstrate to support an art form that has been so 
challenged in the last year but remains so integral to reflecting, inspiring 
and nourishing our world.

Caleb Marshall
Managing Artistic Director

From the College Directors



It is with great joy that we bring you our first 
21-22 production as we return to live theatre 
audiences and continue access for members 
wishing to join us live online from further afield!  
The CCPA community  have learnt much in the 
last year as the artistic global community has 
had to embrace new paradigms of performance 
to reach isolated audiences.  This year’s Studio 
Ensemble have hit the ground running and 
continue to embrace ‘new ways of being, 
creating, and working together in space,’ as 
expressed by my predecessor Heather Burns.

We are very fortunate to be joined by Derek Chan to direct and 
mentor our students in Secret Love in Peach Blossom Land, a play from 
Taiwan written by Stan Lai (Lai Sheng-chuan). Through the story of 
two theatre groups mistakenly booked into the same theatre for 
rehearsal, one a romantic drama; the other a riotous comedy, we see 
worlds collide with themes, such as learning to co-habitate, that have 
sparked valuable dialogue amid the cast as they embarked on the 
journey of bringing this story to life.

Thank you for your continued engagement, we are looking forward to 
sharing our season with you and hopefully spark personal reflection 
through the themes explored this year.

From the College Directors

Danielle Meunier
Director of Education



As a child of Hong Kong, with grandparents escaping 
the very same political backdrop that the original 
Taiwanese play was inspired by, Secret Love in Peach 
Blossom Land represents stories that have lived within 
my family for generations, sometimes unspoken or 
repressed, passed down from my grandparents to 
my parents, and then eventually to me: intersecting 
heartbreaks of displacement and loss, caught between 
the tide of times; stories that many of us continue to 
live today; stories of people in search for the greatest 
act of love one could provide: closure. And now, the 
CCPA Studio Ensemble passes this story on to you 
with open hearts. 

Derek Chan (he/him)
Director

When I first settled in what is colonially known as Canada half a lifetime ago 
to pursue a career in theatre, I made the choice to (and still choose to) go by a 
Westernized name other than my birth name. To this date I continue to live and 
work in my colonizer’s language and culture. In parallel, with this rendition of Secret 
Love in Peach Blossom Land, changes to the text were made to reflect the cultural 
context that we, the company, and you, the audience, currently find ourselves in, 
at this moment in time, together – perhaps also as a reflection on the steps that 
somebody like me often has to take to share with you stories and histories from 
our parts of the world.

I must, as well, emphasize how immensely proud I am of the work that the Studio 
Ensemble has achieved over the past few short weeks. They have poured their 
hearts and souls into every nook and cranny of this project, despite the turbid 
waters we find ourselves in way too often these days. My only regret is that I did 
not have more time to spend with each and every one of them.

I would also like to take this moment to thank everybody at CCPA for their 
generous hospitality and this opportunity to share my craft and learn from every 
single person I have crossed paths with.

See you all again some day, I hope.

Director’s Bio

Derek Chan (陳嘉昊) grew up in colonial Hong Kong, studied in Norway, and 
currently lives and works on the stolen and ancestral lands of the Musqueam, 
Squamish, and Tsleil-Waututh Nations, colonially known as Vancouver. Derek 
received his BFA in theatre performance from Simon Fraser University. A 
playwright, director, performer, translator, and producer, Derek has been co-artistic 
director of rice & beans theatre since 2010. He has also worked with Playwrights 
Theatre Centre (artistic director apprentice), Vancouver Asian Canadian Theatre 
(associate artistic producer), and the rEvolver Festival (guest curator). Derek has 
been a National Arts Centre English Theatre Artist in Residence (19/20) with yellow 
objects, a new installation-exhibition in support of the ongoing pro-democracy 
movement in Hong Kong. His play, Chicken Girl (2019/20), won the Sydney 
Risk Award for Outstanding Original Play by an Emerging Playwright, and was 
nominated for Outstanding Original Script at the Jessies.

From the Director



The Canadian College of Performing Arts and our Studio Ensemble present

Director    
Stage Manager    
Assistant Stage Manager  
Set Design    
Sound Design 
Music/Band Direction   
Projection Design   
Lighting Design    
Costume Design   
Props     
Student Marketing   
Managing Artistic Director
Director of Education/Company Manager
Production & Design Manager
Associate Production Manager & Theatre 
Operations Officer
Technical Assistant

Derek Chan
Jaren Guerreiro

Adrian Palek
Greg Murdoch and Eilidh Tew

Cooper Hiebert 
Tiffany Oud

Cooper Hiebert and Grace Martin
Alison Bendall and Sara Gargaro
Statia Benny and Madeline Jane

Heather Watt and Tyrus Williams-Penney
Mackenzie Langdon and Kane O’Scalleigh

Caleb Marshall
Danielle Meunier

R.J. Peters
Eleanor Kschischang

Emily Friessen

Secret Love in Peach Blossom Land is approximately 1 hour 
and 30 minutes in length, plus a 15-minute intermission.

SECRET LOVE IN 
PEACH BLOSSOM LAND

Written by Stan Lai (Lai Sheng-chuan)

Content Advisory
Sexually explicit content, strong language, violence, haze

Special Thanks
Belfry Theatre (Props), UVic Theatre (Props & Set Rentals)

Paul Croy at Croy and Co.

Live Music Performed By
Tiffany Oud, Kane O’Scalleigh, Heather Watt, and Alison Bendall





Company Bios
Alison Bendall (she/her) 
Director
Originally from the Cowichan Valley, Alison 
discovered a love for performing at a very young 
age. She is overjoyed to be back at CCPA to 
perform and create as a member of this year’s 
Studio Ensemble. Past credits include: Penelope 
Pennywise (Urinetown), Fleur (I Hope My Heart Burns 
First), Brenda (Hairspray), and The Narrator (Joseph 
and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat). Thank 
you for supporting arts education and the theatre 
community. 

Statia Benny (she/her)
Nurse
Statia is an actor, singer, and dancer based in her 
hometown, Victoria BC. She’s played a variety of 
roles since before she can remember, from Black 
Stache in Peter and the Starcatcher, to Lucy in The Lion 
the Witch and the Wardrobe, to most recently Soupy 
Sue in Urinetown. Statia strives everyday to find a 
balance between a dedicated and focused work 
ethic, while still finding the fun in rehearsals. 

Sara Gargaro (she/her)
Basil (Scenic Painter)
Sara Gargaro is a twenty year old artist from 
Kelowna BC, who is thrilled to be part of the 
2021/2022 Studio Ensemble. She feels that the roles 
she has been given on and offstage will empower 
her in becoming a well rounded artist, who can aid in 
the storytelling of theatre from multiple sides. Sara 
looks forward to sharing these stories with you. 

Jaren Guerreiro (he/him)
Stage Manager
Jaren Guerreiro is an actor and dancer who was 
raised in Victoria BC, with a family of theatre nerds. 
At age nine he started dancing and hasn’t stopped 
since. He is so excited to return to CCPA this year 
to participate in the Studio Ensemble where he 
hopes to continue his artistic growth. Jaren is always 
searching for new opportunities and is thrilled to 
work with so many wonderful people.



Company Bios
Cooper Hiebert (he/him)

Master Monty/Man in White (Master Yuan)
Cooper Hiebert is a Saskatoon raised, Victoria based 
actor and is looking forward to returning to CCPA 
as a Studio Ensemble member. He always knew 
that he wanted to be in the performing arts, from 
elementary school to high school to college he has 
loved each and every performance he has been a 
part of. He is extremely grateful to be a part of this 
amazing group of emerging artists.

Madeline Jane (she/her)
Stagehand
Madeline Jane is a singer, dancer, actor, and 
choreographer from Saskatoon SK. Madeline has 
always had a passion for the performing arts; from 
a young age she knew she belonged on the stage. 
You may recognize Madeline from her role of Hope 
Cladwell in last year’s musical. Madeline feels very 
blessed to have the opportunity to learn from 
incredible staff and peers at CCPA.

Mackenzie Langdon (she/her)
Blossom/Woman in White
Mackenzie Langdon is a singer, actor, and composer 
from Ottawa ON. She found a passion for performing 
at age ten and never looked back. CCPA credits 
include; McQueen (Urinetown), Lou Lessard/Barbara 
McKibbin (Falsework), and Katherine Plumber (Newsies). 
Mackenzie is thrilled to participate in the Studio 
Ensemble doing what she loves with people she loves. 
She is grateful to learn from our talented directors and 
hopes you enjoy the show. 

Leo Livora (he/him)
Tony (Tao)
Leo is a German-Canadian performer based in Victoria 
BC. He’s happy to return to CCPA to be part of the 
Studio Ensemble. You may recognize him as Officer 
Lockstock from last year’s production of Urinetown. 
He’s thankful for the opportunity to learn more 
about theatre - both on and offstage - from industry 
professionals. Leo is looking forward to applying the 
skills he’s learned at CCPA in his future career. 



Company Bios
Grace Martin (she/her)
Flow
Originally from right here in Victoria, Grace Martin 
is overjoyed to be a part of the Studio Ensemble 
this year! Grace has worked with the Victoria Fringe 
Festival, Theatre SKAM, Kaleidoscope, and the 
Greater Victoria Shakespeare Festival in the past. 
Previous shows with the college include Urinetown 
(Little Sally), and Falsework (Herta/McFoo). She hopes 
to make people smile as she takes on new and 
exciting challenges this year!

Greg Murdoch (he/him)
Theatre Manager
Born and raised in Whitehorse YT, Greg is a 
professional actor and singer. His career began 
performing in his family’s business, the Frantic 
Follies Vaudeville Revue, followed by 2 seasons in 
the Klondike Follies Cabaret. Greg is thrilled at the 
opportunity to put on three professional quality 
shows with a company full of his good friends. 
Other credits include Urinetown: The Musical (CCPA), 
Falsework (CCPA), Newsies (YTYP), and Dogtown: The 
Musical (Nakai Theatre).

Tiffany Oud (she/her)
Mysterious Woman
Tiffany is from Central-Alberta, and is excited to be 
a part of this year’s Studio Ensemble. She began 
pursuing theatre after a short detour to get a degree 
in photojournalism. With a love for music, acting 
and physical theatre, Tiffany is ready to push herself 
as an artist and create art with her classmates this 
season. 

Kane O’Scalleigh (she/he/they)
Audrey Young (Yun Zhifan)
Kane is a performer and multidisciplinary artist who 
grew up on the unceded traditional Coast Salish 
territories, specifically the HUL’Q’UMI’NUM’ and 
SENĆOŦEN speaking peoples (Salt Spring Island 
BC). Some theatre credits include Hot Blades Harry 
(Urinetown), Ari (I Hope My Heart Burns First) and Anna 
(Spring Awakening). Kane is so excited to be back at 
CCPA for the 2021-22 Studio Ensemble, to share 
these three productions with a live audience. 



Company Bios
Adrian Palek (he/him)
Stagehand
Adrian Palek was born in the small town of Christina 
Lake BC and in 2019, he moved to Victoria, where 
he began studying at the Canadian College of 
Performing Arts. Throughout his studies he has 
played the roles of Jack Kelly in a digital production 
of Newsies, Mac in Christopher Weddell’s play 
Falsework, and as Caldwell B. Cladwell in Urinetown: 
The Musical. Adrian Palek is excited to be studying in 
his third year at CCPA.

Eilidh Tew (she/her)
Lillian Morin (Mrs. Jiang)
Eilidh is a performing artist from Hinton AB. Born 
and raised in Edmonton, her life was enriched 
through the diverse arts community there. Eilidh’s 
CCPA credits include Newsies, Falsework, and 
Urinetown. She is thrilled to be a part of the Studio 
Ensemble this year. Eilidh is excited to dive into 
theatre this season, both on stage and behind the 
scenes. She hopes you enjoy the show and thanks 
everyone for their support. 

Heather Watt (she/her)
Assistant
Heather Watt is delighted to be a member of this 
year’s Studio Ensemble. She’s from Ottawa ON, and 
her passion for the performing arts began in Irish 
dance which bloomed into a love for musical theatre. 
Some past credits include Penelope Pennywise 
(Urinetown), Drowsy Chaperone (The Drowsy 
Chaperone), Medda Larkin (Newsies), Hope Cladwell 
(Urinetown). She would like to thank her family for 
their constant support and confidence in her.

Tyrus Williams-Penney (they/them)
Quinn Morin (Jiang Binliu)
Tyrus Williams-Penney is a non-binary performing 
artist and playwright originally from Yarmouth, NS. 
Currently based in Victoria, they are finishing their 
three years at CCPA with this wonderful Studio 
Ensemble. Tyrus loves every part of the creation 
process for performing arts and is grateful for 
every mentor and supporter along the way who has 
helped and allowed them to immerse themselves so 
fully in the art.





Special Thanks
Thank you to our major donor Sissyme Clothing Company Founder, 
Sissy Sapphire for her over $80,000 in-kind clothing donation to 
the College. Her outstanding contribution to the College has not 
only impacted emerging artists of today, but also has helped create 
learning opportunities for future students of tomorrow. With her 
support it has helped us bring the highest quality of training to 
emerging artists. 

Sissyme Company Founder
Sissy Sapphire

When West meets East, every encounter is 
full of serendipity - the beautiful moments 
are not designed but found. Sissy’s earlier 
creations mainly comprise of haute couture 
apparel. Her fashion brand, Sissyme, has 
a distinctive flair of blended Chinese and 
Western cultures.

Since becoming a fashion designer and 
creative artist 20 years ago, Sissy has 
produced works in fashion, interior design, 
nostalgic accessories, photography and 
videography. Sissy Sapphire is meticulous to 
incorporate beauty into details of everyday 
living. Her achievements have even had her 
recognized on the cover of Asian Newsmakers 
magazine. In the early 2000s Sissy moved to 
Canada, where she has sought to expand her 
visions beyond creative design.

Seasoned with a sea of experience, Sissy 
begins anew in bespoke lifestyle designs. 
This production is the result of her decade of 
research into Oriental and Western aesthetics 
and artistic expressions. Sissy’s combined 
experiences in detail–oriented, historical Asia 
and pragmatic, bold North America formed 
her Sissy Lifestyle Concepts – New Elegance. 



Mark Adams Finance Officer
Tasha Cadence Communications & Marketing Officer
Shannon Carmichael Head Of Wardrobe
Emma Kirkland Development Manager
Eleanor Kschischang Theatre Operations Officer & 
Associate Production Manager
Caleb Marshall Managing Artistic Director
Danielle Meunier Director Of Education
R.J. Peters Production Manager
Mark Riishede Registrar 
Michelle Rios Engagement Officer
Sam Workman Administrative Manager

Faculty
Glenda Balkan-Champagne, Cindy Bock, Stephanie 
Cadman, Jane Edler-Davis, Luba Ellis, Simon Fon, Evan 
Frayne, Yanik Giroux, Alison Greene, Jessica Hickman, 
Jim Hill, Stacey Horton, Ming Hudson, Caleb Marshall, 
Nathan McDonald, Danielle Meunier, Kiiri Michelsen, 
Jeremy Miton, Tiffany Miton, Duncan Ollerenshaw, 
Erin Ormond, Arlene Overman, Sara Partridge, 
David Roland, Amalia Schelhorn, Britt Small, Dyana 
Sonik-Henderson, Alexa Ste. Marie, Brian Tate, Jessica 
Van der Veen, Christopher Weddell, Raugi Yu and 
Meredith Zwicker

Board of Directors
Austin Eckert Director
Barbara Greeniaus Board Chair
Roxanne Helme Director
Jean Ives Secretary
Duncan Low Director
Randall Mang Director
Jean Medland Director
Derrold Norgaard Treasurer
Patricia O’Brien Director
Yukari Peerless Director
Maureen Shaw Director
Michael Shepherd Vice Chair
Joan Yates Director

Honorary Board
Mel Cooper C.M., O.B.C., LLD
Chair - TELUS Victoria Community Board
Duncan Stewart CSA
Casting Director, Stewart Whitley, NYC

Program Advisory Committee
Alana Hibbert Cultural Safety Working 
Group
Kelly Orr Governance Committee
Jaeyoung Park Cultural Safety Working 
Group
Jacelyn Perret Cultural Safety Working 
Group

Staff

250 595 9970 | ccpacanada.com

Founded in 1998, the Canadian College of Performing Arts offers three 
unique conservatory style post-secondary training programs, where 
emerging artists receive intensified, rigorous skill-based alternatives to 
academically oriented university programs. The curriculum is built on equal 
respect for all disciplines, and the belief that collaboration, partnership 
and community are the essence of theatre. We believe cultural leadership 
is cultivated through mentorships, community rooted volunteerism and 
fostering new creation.

We measure success by preparing a student to be a motivated self-
employed business and an inspired artist, whose voice will better illuminate 
the human condition when they confidently enter the profession.

The Canadian College of Performing Arts is a program of the Canadian Heritage Arts Society. Charitable registration #131341356RR0001

We gratefully acknowledge the Lekwungen-speaking peoples, also 
known as the Songhees and Esquimalt Nations, on whose traditional 

territory we are honoured to learn, create, and perform.

About the College





Thank you for supporting the development of emerging artists by donating 
to the College. Your charitable donation has helped us sustain our mission to 
provide excellent training in the performing arts to talented youth from across 
our nation and internationally! We are pleased to recognize donors who have 
given $100 and above.

Annual Donors
Sustainers $1,200 - $2,999 
Begg, Mavis
Fowler, Albert and Shelia
Mitchell, Shirley Rose Fund 
through the Victoria Foundation
Rowe, Marguerite
Samis, FW and KE Strawn
The Joe Wo Joint Spousal Trust
Wasowska, Antonina
Norgaard Kratofil Professional 
Group

Supporters $300 - $1,199 
Adamthwaite, Jackie
Aikins, Stuart
Anonymous
Basey, John
Berwick Retirement Royal Oak 
Ltd.
Black, Sherry and Tom
Bradley, Sylvia
Cavaye, Richard
Cavaye, Richard
Cooper, Mel
Ens, Jolene
Gaudet, Michael
Grierson, David Arts Legacy Fund 
through the Victoria Foundation
Holmsten, Ursula 
Hosie, William
House of Savoy clothing store
Housser, Barbara
Ives, Betsy
Jackson, Brian
Langford, T
Lee, Gary
Lindholm, Helen 
Malcom, Nicole

McKeon, Cathy
O’Brien, Patricia
Pincher, Edwin
Puente Theatre Society
Quimper Consulting Inc./ 
Mai Maki
Severs, Aaron
Shaw, Maureen
Shepherd, Michael
St Denis, Jacqueline
Trafalgar/Pro Patria Branch #292
Tunnell, Sharon
Turnabout Consignment Store
Tyler, Michael and Ann Fund 
through the Victoria Foundation
Wasowska, Antonina
Weir, Gary 
Wilson, Barbara

Chorus $100 to $299
I.A.T.S.E
Andrianova, Anastasia
Baraniuk, Clayton
Blaney, Jane
Cameron, Rosemary
Caplan, Chanah
Churchill, Bertha
Cook, Dorothy
Cooper, Deborah
Crlijenkovic, Christina
Crockett, Maia
Croft, Tom
Davis, Jade
Deslauriers, Linda
Double A Painting Ltd.
Edler, Jane and Hermann
Gildenhuys, Dion
Grams, Alissa
Greeniaus, Gloria
Greeniaus, John

Recognizing donations received between October 1 2020 and September 30 2021.

Thank You To Our Supporters

Lifetime of Giving
Dunning/Lemay Founders’ Circle  $25,000+
MacKenzie, Bruce  & Family
Mang, Randall
Mariash, Patricia & Kenneth W. Sr.
Norgaard, Derrold
Sapphire, Sissy
The Estate of Betty Willkinson
Lemay, Jacques & Dunning, Janis

Artistic Director’s Circle $5,000 - $24,999
Dominelli, Maria 
Firth, Patricia

Gray, Harry & Dorothy Foundation
Greeniaus, Barbara
Hill, Jim, Ives, Jean and Griffith, James (planned 
giving donors)
Kiwanis Club of Oak Bay
Mogensen, Hugh & Helen Fund through the 
Victoria Foundation
Odermatt, Ailsa
Parker, Daniel/ Parker Johnston Industries
Salmon, Alice May Fund through the Victoria 
Foundation
Shanahan, Patricia Margaret Fund through the 
Victoria Foundation
Wells, Joan

Greeniaus, Sheridan
Greeniaus, Ted
Helme, Roxanne
Jackson, Brian
Kalef, Sydney
Kay, Tammy
Kolson, Jacqueline
Ladroma, Mary Ann
Langdon, Nancy
Lee, Gary
Leyshon, Glynis
Maki, Maki
Marshall, Caleb
McGahon, Peter and Marianne
Meadow, ML
Monk, Elizabeth
Morningstar, Janet
Neely, Sara
O’Scalleigh, Maggie 
Peggs, Joan
Percy, Marion
Porteous, Margaree
Rousell, Trudy
Salomenssen, S.
Saskatoon Institute for Medical
Scraba, Elana
Tam, Dennis
Taylor, Robert
The Benevity Community Impact 
Fund
Thompson, Judy
Thornicroft, Kenneth
Van der Veen, Jessica
Waghorn, Erlene
Waldner, Barbara
Wilson, Karen
Yanik Giroux Performing Arts 
Studio
Yates, Joan



Thank You To Our Supporters

Every effort is made to recognize your donation as per your wishes. 
To update your listing, add to or renew your support, or become a 

community partner, please contact our Development Manager, Emma 
Kirkland at 604-833-5188 or by email at development@ccpacanada.com 

or to donate online please visit http://www.ccpacanada.com/support/

Government, Foundation & Community Support

Young Canada Works Program 

Canada Cultural Spaces Fund



Marketing
Wardrobe
Sound
Projections
Scenic Painting
Set & Light Design
Props
Lighting Design and Stage Management
Finance and Development

Private Voice

Dance

Stage Combat 
Acting

Stage Management
Sound Design
Light Design
Voice Over
Film
Improv
Acting

Andrew Barrett
Shannon Carmichael

Mike Doherty
Maia Crockett
Carole Klemm

R.J. Peters
Peter Pokorny

Eleanor Kschischang 
Emma Kirkland and Mark Adams

Arlene Overman, Sara Partridge & Kiiri Michelson
Yanik Giroux and Nathan MacDonald

Jeremy & Tiffany Miton, Alexa Ste Marie,
Dyana Sonik-Henderson, Stephanie Cadman

Simon Fon
Caleb Marshall & Evan Frayne

Jackie Adamthwaite
Paul Tedeschini

Ben Burrows
Michael Adamthwaite

Andrew Mcilroy
Dave Morris

Mark Dumez, Michael Shamata

Studio Ensemble Mentors

Studio Ensemble Faculty

Studio Ensemble Guest Faculty

Mentors & Faculty



Behind The Scenes
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Upgrade Your Ticket Into A 
Season Subscription Today


